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Here are some handshake alternatives, as
suggested by Nat Geo readers

Leonard Nimoy as Mr. Spock giving the Vulcan salute on the TV series "Star Trek." Photo: Paramount Television/Kobal/Shutterstock

Air kisses. Namaste. The "Star Trek"-inspired Vulcan salute. The Kiwi nod. And no gosh-darned

elbows. These are among scores of suggestions by Nat Geo readers all around the world to replace

the germ-laden handshake.

The sudden change in tradition, recommended by health officials, has affected everything from

churches worldwide, where handshakes were integral, to some Maori people of New Zealand, who

had traditionally rubbed noses in greeting.

It appears we all are struggling with social decorum, even questioning a tradition that goes back to

ancient Greece, as we seek to avoid the deadly outbreak.

Air kisses are the answer, says Dave Sharpe of Toronto: "Fist pumps seem so 'locker room' and

elbow bumping is just plain dumb. But blowing a kiss at least delivers a fondness and affection

that is well understood. Even between male friends, it might just help to break down some of those

churlish inhibitions some men seem to have about showing some soul."
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"NO ELBOW BUMPS," emphatically agrees Angie Garcia Johnson. "Aren't we being told to sneeze

and cough into our elbows?"

Anna Wego of Auckland suggests the Kiwi nod: "I think a small head incline (as was done in the

past) is a good substitute." Members of New Zealand's Ngāti Kahungunu branch of the Maori

people have replaced a traditional hongi greeting — essentially pressing noses together — with

each person instead tilting back their head and raising eyebrows, writes Margot Macphail.

Several readers prefer the finger-separating "Live Long and Prosper" salute of Leonard Nimoy's

Mr. Spock on "Star Trek." In these uncertain days, both "live long" and "prosper" resonate!

Other readers advise us to bow or to press our palms together with a namaste greeting most often

used by Hindus. "No touching, no contact but instead a motion of respect," writes Don Uyeshima.

Even some Quakers, for whom hand-shaking was key part of a meeting service, replaced that with

a namaste greeting before gatherings were suspended, wrote Karin McAdams, a member of the

Penn Valley Quaker Meeting in Kansas City, Missouri.

Reader Jody Wall prefers something similar. "One greeting that I like the thought of when coming

upon someone I know," Wall writes, "is to put my hand to my heart."

Reader Laura Lee Klump agrees that ditching the hand pump is just common sense — and an

improvement for humanity.

"Isn't it the most polite thing to do these days to not shake hands but rather, smile at each other,

stand apart and communicate with our hearts rather than our hands?" Klump asks.
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Quiz

1 Read the following sentences from the article.

1. "But blowing a kiss at least delivers a fondness and affection that is well understood."
2. "I think a small head incline (as was done in the past) is a good substitute."
3. In these uncertain days, both "live long" and "prosper" resonate!
4. "No touching, no contact but instead a motion of respect," writes Don Uyeshima.

Which two sentences taken together provide the BEST evidence to support the idea that the suggested greetings are also
intended to let people convey feelings toward one another?

(A) 1 and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 3 and 4

(D) 1 and 4

2 Read the following statement.

Some people see the new suggestions as a good excuse to get rid of greetings they disliked
anyway.

Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the statement above?

(A) These are among scores of suggestions by Nat Geo readers all around the world to replace the germ-
laden handshake.

(B) "Fist pumps seem so 'locker room' and elbow bumping is just plain dumb."

(C) "NO ELBOW BUMPS," emphatically agrees Angie Garcia Johnson.

(D) Reader Laura Lee Klump agrees that ditching the hand pump is just common sense — and an
improvement for humanity.

3 Is there more than one CENTRAL idea of the article? How do you know?

(A) Yes; the article states that people are concerned about COVID-19, and then explores the history of the
handshake and other popular contact greetings.

(B) Yes; the article states that readers are suggesting new greetings that avoid contact, and then focuses
on the effects this has had on religious services.

(C) No; the central idea is that readers suggested new greetings to avoid touching and spreading disease,
and other details are supporting examples.

(D) No; the central idea is that people are struggling to avoid shaking hands as an ancient tradition, and
additional information is evidence to prove this.
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4 Which of the following summaries of the article is both accurate and objective?

(A) As the world experiences a virus outbreak, people around the globe are making suggestions for
greetings to replace the handshake. Suggestions range from head nods to popular hand gestures. This
has affected different cultures and religions as they work to communicate politely.

(B) As the world struggles to find new ways to communicate with others while staying at home, people are
studying traditions involving hand shaking. The tradition originated with many religions around the world.
Now most people have switched to using air kisses to show affection.

(C) People have made varying suggestions for ways to avoid shaking hands and spreading germs. The
most creative suggestions have included the Vulcan salute and the Kiwi nod. These ideas are a fun way
to stay healthy and improve humanity during the outbreak of viruses.

(D) People have learned a lot more about one another since trying to avoid shaking hands. Finding new
ways to greet one another has given them a reason to talk and share more information from their
hearts. Some hope that using the handshake as a greeting never comes back.


